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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Application Summary
The Indiana State Museum features visitor information and exhibition information. As an organization, the museum
elected to reach audience members in attempt to bring them into the museum. The website is not targeting donor
contributions, but rather drives a sense of Hoosier pride in the history of Indiana and the variety and quality of
exhibits the museum has on display.

Methods Used
This paper outlines the findings of heuristic analysis of IndianaStateMuseum.org and the findings of a cognitive
review. The evaluation focused on visitor navigation, informative content pertaining to exhibits and
accommodations provided by the facilities of the museum.

Results
The “Visit” page of the Indiana State Museum’s website was the primary focus of this study. In completing the
cognitive walkthrough, issues and errors of low to high priority have been documented individually in detailed
findings. These issues range touch on nearly all the areas of a heuristic evaluation, but most touch on flexibility and
efficiency of use, aesthetic and minimalist design, and consistency and standards.

Recommendation
By converting the website to a responsive design, a majority of the navigation problems would be resolved as this
usually refining menus. Also, modifying disfunction areas of the site would increase overall ticket sales as this
aspect of the webpage is currently not functioning.
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PRESENTATION OF THE APPLICATION
Site Map
Hierarchy:

http://www.indianamuseum.org

VISIT

EXPLORE

Hours

Angel Mounds

Tickets

Corydon

BROWSE

CONTRIBUTE

CONNECT

SHOP

Sponsorships

ISM Facebook

ISM Shopping

Lincoln Collection
Portal
Donate

ISM Twitter

Volunteer

State Historic
Sites Facebook

Become A

ISM YouTube

Culbertson
Direction &
Parking
Gene StrattonPorter Home
IMAX

Member
Lanier Mansion

Group Visit

ISM Newsletter

Levi Coﬃn House

Renew Your
Membership

Limberlost

Buy-A-Bone

New Harmony

The Tribute

T.C. Steele

Lincoln License
Plate

Accessibility

Dining

Exhibits

Events

Vincennes

Whitewater Canal
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COGNITIVE WALKTHROUGH
In this walkthrough, I will assess a pre-established persona’s ability to complete the tasks within a provided
scenario as the user would experience the website of the Indiana State Museum.

Persona
Jane Doe is married, and a mother of two children, ages 17 and 3.

Scenario
Jane is collecting information regarding the Indiana State Museum to purchase tickets for her family to visit twice
during a weekend trip to Indianapolis this coming November. She is looking to find current and upcoming events
that will be interesting for the diverse ages in the family. It is also important that she is aware of the museum’s
accommodations for special needs (food allergy, and wheelchair access) for the children. Additionally, the location
of the Indiana State Museum in relation to the hotel accommodations will be useful knowledge to have when she
later books the hotel reservation.
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Tasks
A. Purchase tickets
Purchase tickets for family (2 adults, 2 children ages 17, 3) to visit twice during a weekend trip to
Indianapolis this coming November.

Figure A-01

Upon entering the web page, the “visit” button was quick and easy to find. Navigating to find the tickets
operates with familiarity to similar drop down menus.
Figure A-02

Looking around for the ticket information is straightforward until you want to look at memberships.
Surrounding limitations will be addressed further on in the walkthrough.

Limitation A.1.a
Secondary menus used deep into navigation, occasionally pages have more than one menu. Difficult
to “go back”.

Recommendation A.1.b
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An example could be the use of a shopping cart as a place holder for the value while searching for
the membership options.

Comparing the
membership value,
navigation to find the
cost and benefits of
obtaining a membership
followed from the
primary navigation
header bar.

Figure A-03

The navigation to the membership pricing is difficult illustrate because the pages have secondary menus,
occasionally more than one.

Limitation A.2.a
Direct navigation to membership pricing from the ticket page, though membership is used as an
exemption for special pricing.

Recommendation A.2.b
Utilize
hyper
links
within the
text to
direct a
user to
membership information, rather than having to use the search menu header or “search” menu.
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Clearly, the membership option would be a better value to the Doe family for this scenario, as they
are planning to returning to the museum more than one day. The perks of having a two parking
vouchers would be a nice feature to bi-pass paying for additional parking as they tour the city.

Limitation A.3.a
Secondary menus float often overlap text making the content difficult to read.
Figure A-04

Recommendation A.3.b
Making the page responsive would restructure the reaction of the secondary menu in relation to
the paragraphs. A more simple solution would be to narrow the paragraphs so it was no longer in
the width of the secondary menu.

B. Events
Find current and upcoming events for the month of November.
Upon re-entering the home page, the “explore” button was misleading. Scrolling over the navigational
header options to find the calendar of events, the schedule could be found by exploring the features
below the header or by hovering over “visit”.

Figure B-01
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Figure B-02

The primary navigation bar offers several
options: exhibits, events, and a quick view
version of the features presented on the home
page.

Limitation B.1.a
Repetitive information can become confusing and obstructive to a direct path toward the
intended destination.

Recommendation B.1.b
Rather than reiterating the already used material, remove unnecessary options to streamline
navigation. Loop direction, instead of reaching a dead end.
The events page displayed current events and those that were quickly approaching, but the information
presented past a month out was very limited.

The calendar has only a handful of week days
with reoccurring events, but no November
weekends show what upcoming exhibits will be
opening.
Figure B-03

Limitation: B.2.a
Calendar buttons were not active within reasonable bounds for hovering area.

Recommendation B.2.b
Include space within transparency of button image and an extended a few active pixels of
padding around the button to allow grace for the user’s speed in clicking.
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As this information did not provide the details being searched, a second direction toward the exhibits
provided a list of exhibits running, their end dates, and scheduled exhibit openings.

Limitation B.3.a
Inconsistent format in layout of information becomes confusing. The events page lists out events
in a wide chubby box where in the exhibits page, they are thumbnails, much like found in the
navigation menu.

Recommendation B.3.b
Visual consistency will easily relay like information.

Figure B-04

Figure B-05
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C.Special Needs Accommodations
1.Food Allergy
After seeing the “dining” option under the same “visit” navigation button used in the last two
tasks,
I selected it to reach a dining landing page. This page offers a direct link to the cater’s website
where a phone number is easily found. A second option is to review a .PDF file of current options
on the menu.Though they do list Gluten Free options, it does not list any other details regarding
allergy options.

Figure C-01
This pages is also reached directly by selecting the “dining” button on the lower navigation
header. However, while exploring other pages, more options for groups were listed in the following
path:

Figure C-02
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2.Wheelchair Access
Using the “accessibility” navigation button in the header,
a secondary menu easily lists “mobility” as seen in the
image below. The page drops down to the selection
and easily explains that all the facilities are wheelchair
accessible. The grey bar below, is listing the items from
the drop down menu under the page in which you are
accessing. Here, the view is inside the“visit” group.
Though it does not have a directional paths, the pages
operate in a vertical parallax, with page-drop navigation
for the secondary menu floating on the right.

Figure C-03

D. Accommodations
Nearby accommodations for hotel options to
consider.
Staying in the Visit pages, the “directions and
parking” button was scrolls the page including a link:
to GoogleMaps searching directions with the
museum address as the destination point, parking
fees, and resources for local information. There are
no great sources for where to stay near the
museum.

Figure D-01
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Limitation D.1.a
Locating the address and local hotel accommodation
s were difficult inside the Visit pages. The user must select the directions button and be directed
to Google Maps in order to get the address.

Recommendation D.1.b
Easily provide a visible address directly in the area of the mapped surroundings.

Search Functionality
Though the content is navigated primarily through the navigation bar header, the need for a search menu still
exists. Unfortunately, this one is built with weak results, often misinterpreted, lacking content, or descriptive
links. See below screen-shots for examples.

Overview
Overall, the navigation is repetitive and creates difficulty for the user to read content due to layout and
organizational issues. The hierarchy of information in presentation to the user refines the search, in this case,
primarily to the targeted information. The stakeholders seem to sacrifice many opportunities to link aspects,
such as memberships, as mentioned in the With some modifications with consideration to the suggestions
listed, the user should have a simple and informative online experience — which could motivate the Doe family
to make an annual trip to see the Indiana State Museum!
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HEURISTIC EVALUATION
DETAILED FINDINGS
1. Site does not scale for responsive design

Heuristic(s)

Aesthetic and Minimal Design

Feedback/Issues

Incohesive design (not) responding to scale of website

Screen/Scope

All

Severity

High

Solutions and Trade-oﬀs

Modify menu and navigation into a clean dropdown
menu when narrowed.

Screen Captures

See Below
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2. “Things To Do” Menu Empty

Heuristic(s)

Consistency and Standards, Flexibility and Efficiency of
Use

Feedback/Issues

Text missing in “Things to do” menu

Screen/Scope

Visit page, dropdown menu, “Plan Your Visit” highlights

Severity

High

Solutions and Trade-oﬀs

Curate daily lists relative to calendar dates and featured
exhibits and suggest 3-4 available on that day.

Screen Captures

See Below
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3. Ticket Purchase Error

Heuristic(s)

Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from
errors

Feedback/Issues

Unable to purchase tickets.

Screen/Scope

Visit page, dropdown menu, “Plan Your Visit” highlights

Severity

High

Solutions and Trade-oﬀs

Evaluate error. Modify error prompt to call ticket office.
Correct with efficient, clean shopping cart for ticket
checkout.

Screen Captures

See Below
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4. Address Not Listed

Heuristic(s)

Consistency and Standards, Flexibility and Efficiency of
Use, Help and Documentation

Feedback/Issues

Address missing from directions page.

Screen/Scope

Visit page, dropdown to “Directions and Parking” sub.
category

Severity

High

Solutions and Trade-oﬀs

Above map image or “Get Directions…” offer address,
linking to maps for travel needs.

Screen Captures

See Below
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5. Events Page Slow Responding

Heuristic(s)

Consistency and Standards, Flexibility and Efficiency of
Use, Help and Documentation

Feedback/Issues

Initially, it appeared the “Events” page reloaded the
current page. After further review, the “Events” page
opened after nearly 10 seconds of waiting.

Screen/Scope

Visit page, Sub. Category: “Events”

Severity

High

Solutions and Trade-oﬀs

Refine to calendar with direct links to exhibits running
on selected day. Examine assets to clean processing
time.

Screen Captures

See Below
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6. Dropdown Menu Overlaps Navigation

Heuristic(s)

Aesthetic and Minimal Design

Feedback/Issues

Secondary menus overlap navigation

Screen/Scope

Visit page

Severity

Medium

Solutions and Trade-oﬀs

Resolve secondary navigation complications by refining
to one menu to benefit the user’s easy of progressing
through the site with minimal confusion.

Screen Captures

See Below
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7. Secondary Menu Off User Space

Heuristic(s)

Aesthetic and Minimal Design, Flexibility and efficiency
of use

Feedback/Issues

Secondary navigation menus off main page area.

Screen/Scope

Visit page, “Group Visits” sub category

Severity

Medium

Solutions and Trade-oﬀs

Resolve secondary navigation complications by refining
to one menu to benefit the user’s easy of progressing
through the site with minimal confusion.
Alternatively, an overall responsive design could
potentially resolve this issue completely.

Screen Captures
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8. “Group Admission” Button Error

Heuristic(s)

Flexibility and efficiency of use, User control and
freedom

Feedback/Issues

Active area around “Group Admission” does not select
as it should.

Screen/Scope

Visit page,”Group Visits” sub. category

Severity

Low

Solutions and Trade-oﬀs

Correct button selection area to appropriate specs.

Screen Captures

See Below

Screen capture of
mouse hovering
centered on button.
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9. Purchase Ticket Options Inconveniently Located

Heuristic(s)

Flexibility and Efficiency of Use

Feedback/Issues

Purchasing tickets options are too far from category
header, may loose user if they choose to not scroll
further down.

Screen/Scope

Visit page, dropdown to “Tickets” sub. category.

Severity

Low

Solutions and Trade-oﬀs

Arrange information in a small chart to create a quick,
easy to read format for the user. Arrange prices and
purchase options to align for quick and simplified
purchase of tickets.

Screen Captures

See Below
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10. Misleading wording from IMAX

Heuristic(s)

Help and Documentation

Feedback/Issues

Wording seems displaced, as though the IMAX sub
category was outside of the ISM website.

Screen/Scope

Visit page, dropdown to IMAX” sub. category

Severity

Low

Solutions and Trade-oﬀs

Rework verbiage to show ownership to housing the
IMAX theater rather than suggesting it is simply on the
property.

Screen Captures

See Below
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